"Clutch Cargo"? Explosive drum handling solutions!

TOUGH JOBS...

Whether you work in an EX rated area or have mandated intrinsically safe handling requirements as set forth by Factory Mutual (FM) or Underwriters Laboratories (UL), Liftomatic is here to help you get through the details big and small.

DEMAND TOUGH EQUIPMENT!

With Liftomatic's SRJ, EE and EX "Parrot-Beak" drum handling equipment, you never need to worry. Working with trusted and reputable companies such as American Specialty Equipment, you can source EX rated equipment for safe drum handling such as the straddle stacker pictured here. The Liftomatic DCM-EX models are brass-lined on all exteriors, have non-sparking jaw mechanisms, anti-static conductive belt cradles? and rated product for Class 1 and Class 2 environments. Forklift attachments, hoist/crane attachments and Ergo-Matic transportable devices, all with state-of-the-art technology, give your operators the productivity boost that they need and you the safety and confidence that you deserve. Take a giant step forward in the fight for safety. Call Liftomatic today and ask your customer service representative about spark-resistant and explosion proof drum handling for your operations.